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Short intense laser pulses with phase singularity propagating in narrow-gap semiconductors are modeled.

The saturating nonlinearity is a prerequisite for self-organization of pulses into solitons. The cubic-quintic

saturation appears due to the conduction-band nonparabolicity in synergy with the free carriers excitation

through two-photon absorption. The pulse stability analyzed using Lyapunov’s method is confirmed by nu-

merical simulations. Depending of its power, a singular Gaussian pulse far from equilibrium either filaments or

subsequently coalesces evolving toward vortex soliton. Above breaking power, such a vortex soliton resists to

azimuthal symmetry-breaking perturbations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.035202 PACS number�s�: 42.70.Nq, 42.65.Tg

I. INTRODUCTION

New developments in the generation of femtosecond laser

pulses propagating in promising nonlinear materials have

brought a wide variety of new phenomena within the realm

of investigation. Self-guided optical solitary waves have re-

ceived much attention in connection with possible applica-

tions in all-optical signal processing and laser systems.1 Spa-

tiotemporal solitons completely localized in space and in

time are called light bullets. Such bright solitons are stable

whenever the diffraction and dispersion are compensated by

saturating nonlinearity. Indeed, multidimensional solitons in

media with only cubic nonlinearity are subject to the col-

lapse. The collapse is prevented in a material �if any� con-

taining also the quintic nonlinearity of opposite sign.2 High-

power nodeless beams illuminating an appropriate phase

mask yield to vortex states that propagate through long

distances.3 Vortex solitons are robust steady-state structures

with phase singularity and nonzero angular momentum. Self-

defocusing media support optical vortex solitons �OVSs�
corresponding to a zero intensity center surrounded by a

bright infinite background.4 Localized optical vortex solitons

�LOVSs� with phase singularity surrounded by one or few

bright rings are generated in self-focusing media. The phase

change around the vortex presents an integer number m of

windings called the topological charge of the vortex. This

topological charge is proportional to the angular momentum

that can be large.5 In self-defocusing Kerr media the OVS

with m=1 is stable for small perturbation.6 In self-focusing

media, ordinary saturating nonlinearities make the LOVS

stable against radial perturbation, but do not prevent azi-

muthal instabilities. The initial ring breaks into filaments fly-

ing off tangentially. The ring breakup is observed experimen-

tally in sodium vapor.7 Materials with the saturating

nonlinearity, in particular the very promising cubic-quintic

ones, have been searched for long time. The reason is the

LOVS stability in cubic-quintic media for high intensity in

spite of the break for low one.8 Indeed, for small intensities

of the beam, the medium is self-focusing since the derivative

of the nonlinear index of refraction �n with respect to the

laser beam intensity I is positive. The medium becomes self-

defocusing �d�n /dI�0� with increase of field intensity.

Therefore, the laser beam is defocusing at the maximum field

intensity while it is self-focusing at its wings. If the bulk of

LOVS is self-defocusing, it behaves like OVS and becomes

stable. Thus, we demonstrated that cubic-quintic media sup-

port both stable LOVS and OVS allowing applications in

optical switching.9 Competing cubic-quintic nonlinearity can

be used for spatial solitons dual-channel trapping in planar

waveguide too.10 Vortex soliton structures can be expected in

diverse types of focusing-defocusing media. For instance, a

self-focusing electromagnetic field is saturated inducing the

ionization of air. As a consequence, vortex solitons are

self-organized.11 Same solitonic mechanism seems to be in-

volved in the process of lightning.12 Recently, atmospheric

propagation of spinning femtosecond light pulses has been

studied using �2+1�-dimensional model of multiphoton ion-

ization and higher vortex charges, together with three-

dimensional �3D� numerical simulations.13,14 Vortex solitons

are stable also in a vectorial cubic-quintic model.15 The vor-

tex lattices can be generated numerically in such media.16 In

order to find in practice media with cubic-quintic nonlinear-

ity, we investigated semiconductors.

Semiconductors are one of the most promising classes of

nonlinear media since they have, in comparison to most

other nonlinear materials, larger nonlinearities and an ex-

tremely short response time.17 Variety of reactive and active

mechanisms can generate refractive index nonlinearities in

different kinds of semiconductors. Narrow gap semiconduc-

tors, in particular the III-V compounds with a small effective

mass of free equilibrium conduction electrons, exhibit a large

degree of nonparabolicity of the electronic conduction band.

In the Kane’s model, Hamiltonian of a conduction-band elec-

tron is written in the form

H =
Eg

2
�1 +

p2

m
�

2c
�

2�1/2

, �1�

where p is a quasimomentum and Eg is the forbidden gap

width separating valence and conduction bands.18 Here,
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c�= �Eg /2m��1/2 plays the part of the speed of light
�c��3.7�10−3c for InSb� and m� is the effective mass of
electrons at the bottom of the conduction band.

3 decades ago, it has been demonstrated that a weak non-
parabolicity in InSb can lead to the self-focusing of the CO2

laser beam.19 At that time, laser beam nonlinear interactions
with semiconductors have been studied mainly on a nanosec-
ond time scale. Consequently, in order to avoid the break-
down of the semiconductor for field intensity of 107 W /cm2,
the nonparabolicity factor p2

/m
�

2c
�

2�e2E2
/m

�

2c
�

2�2 had to be
kept much lower than unity. E and � are, respectively, laser
electric field and its frequency. Furthermore, the compara-
tively small collision time of carriers, typically
�R�10−12–10−13 s, could hinder the excitation of collective
modes in semiconductor plasma.20 Due to these limitations,
expected nonlinear effects appeared to be small and therefore
the research in this direction has not been continued.

Due to current technology, it is possible to produce fem-

tosecond pulses of high intensity with wavelengths ranging

from the ultraviolet to the midinfrared. Thus, available pulses

are much shorter than the breaking time �about 100 ps�, al-

lowing us to consider effects with applied intensities as high

as few GW /cm2 and nonparabolicity factor close to 1. How-

ever, the pump fluency should be kept below 0.5 kJ /m2 in

order to avoid the semiconductor melting even on a subpico-

second time scale.21 Achievements in short-pulse generation

have motivated new studies of such pulse propagation in the

plasma of narrow-gap n-doped semiconductors with the

conduction-band nonparabolicity generating the nonlinear

refraction.22 Furthermore, the modulation instability in

narrow-gap semiconductors is suggested to produce subpico-

second midinfrared pulses.23

In this paper, we investigate, using analytical and numeri-

cal methods, the dynamics of short singular pulses in the

narrow-gap semiconductors exhibiting not only reactive but

also active mechanisms related to the energy dissipation of

laser radiation. Both mechanisms in synergy generate a satu-

rating refractive nonlinearity. Indeed, a strong nonparabolic-

ity of InSb due to a very narrow gap �Eg=0.234 eV at

T=77 K� induces an important third-order nonlinear suscep-

tibility. Simultaneously, laser radiation excites nonequilib-

rium free carriers through two-photon absorption. As a con-

sequence, a nonlinear susceptibility of the fifth order is

generated through an active mechanism.17 The nonlinearity

relaxation time depends on the type of nonequilibrium carri-

ers recombination. The linear recombination through impuri-

ties ��R�10−3–10−8 s�, the square recombination

��R�10−8–10−9 s�, as well as the cubic one �less than

10−9 s in the case of high nonequilibrium carrier concentra-

tions� take all much longer time than the pulse temporal

width. The nonlinearity involved by the excitation of non-

equilibrium free carriers is present in diverse types of semi-

conductors �e.g., Si, Hg1−xCdxTe, ZnO, CdS, CdSxSe1−x,

CdSe, CdTe, and ZnSe�.17 In the bulk semiconductors which

exhibit abovementioned cubic-quintic saturation nonlinear-

ity, we investigate the conditions for a balance between non-

linear focusing and defocusing resulting in a self-guided

multidimensional vortex soliton. The evolution of singular

pulses, leading either to the filamentation or to the coales-

cence as well as the self-organization of stable soliton, is

modeled. A stability criterion, based on variation method, is

established giving conditions for self-organization into

LOVS.

II. VORTEX SOLITONS AS STABLE SINGULAR PULSES

Let us search for mechanisms leading to the cubic-quintic

nonlinearity in semiconductor media. The evolution of a sin-

gular pulse in semiconductors is governed by the nonlinear

Schrödinger �NLS� equation in commoving coordinates,

�= t−� /vg,

2ik
�E

��
+ �E + 2k2

�n

n0

E = 0, �2�

where E is a slowly varying field envelope, vg=d� /dk is the

group velocity, and k=kono the wave vector.22 The Laplacian

�E describes beam diffraction and anomalous group-velocity

dispersion, while n0 and �n��E�2� are, respectively, linear

and nonlinear optical indices. Two dominating nonlinear

effects contributing to the nonlinear refractive index

�n=n2�E�2+n4�E�4 are, respectively, the nonparabolicity of

conduction band and the excitation of nonequilibrium

free carriers through two-photon absorption. In weakly

doped semiconductors with free-electron concentration

N�2.14�1016 cm−3 �e.g., at the temperature T=77 K�, the

nonparabolicity generates the nonlinear refractive index n2

written in simplified form17,24

n2 =
�N2e4

2n0m
�

2Eg�4�1 +
6KBT

Eg

�−7/2

, �3�

where KB stands for Boltzmann constant.

The time variation of nonequilibrium free carriers N2 ex-

cited through two-photon absorption reads

dN2

dt
=

	2I2

2
�
, �4�

where 	2 is two-photon absorption coefficient and the laser

field intensity I=cn0�E�2 /8�. The linear, square, and cubic

recombinations are all neglected in Eq. �4� since much

longer than the chosen pulse temporal width �p=200 fs.

Substituting integrated Eq. �4� N2=	2 /2
��−�
� I2d� into Eq.

�2� leads to the complicate integrodifferential equation that

governs the evolution of laser field envelope. For short-

distance propagation, this time integration gives approxi-

mately a constant �0.25 Such a freezing of free carriers over

pulse duration under considered conditions should not sig-

nificantly alter the spatial dynamics. This simplification is

justified taking into account the short-distance propagation in

semiconductors as can be seen from characteristic values ob-

tained below for chosen laser and semiconductor parameters.

In this case, the electron density is approximated by the ex-

pression N2=	2�0n0
2c2�E�4 /64�2
�, where �0=�p

	� /2 is re-

lated to the laser-pulse temporal width �p �half width at half

maximum�. As a consequence, from the classical Drude-

Lorentz formula determining the contribution of electron-

hole plasma to dielectric constant, the nonlinear refractive

index n4 induced through two-photon excitation of nonequi-

librium free carriers can be expressed as
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n4 = −
	2�0n0e2

64�2
�3m�

, �5�

where 
 is Planck constant.17

In Eq. �2�, we neglect effects related to the laser-pulse

reshaping due to the group-velocity dispersion since in mod-

erately dense semiconductor plasma, the group-velocity dis-

persion is small provided laser-pulse duration no shorter than

100 fs. Therefore, the NLS is simplified

i
�E

��
+

1

2k
��E + ko�n2�E�2 + n4�E�4�E = 0, �6�

where the transverse Laplacian ��E=�
2
E /�x2+�

2
E /�y2

takes into account separately two transverse coordinates x

and y allowing the consideration of asymmetric inputs usual

in experiments. Thus, we get the NLS with saturating non-

linearity due to the synergy of two dominating effects: the

nonparabolicity and the excitation of free carriers through

two-photon absorption. Particularity of this kind of saturat-

ing nonlinearity is that nonlinear index of refraction is focus-

ing at lower intensities of the beam but becomes defocusing

at higher intensities. Indeed, if the pick intensity of the laser

Im is larger than the critical intensity Ic=nocn2 / �16��n4��, the

nonlinear medium acts as self-defocusing near the pick of the

beam while it remains focusing at the beam wings. Let us

estimate the critical intensity Ic for real experimental condi-

tions. Typical values are for the gap Eg=0.234 eV and for

the effective mass m�=1.518�10−32 kg. For the laser

wavelength �=10.6 m, the two-photon absorption coeffi-

cient is 	2=8 cm /MW.26 For instance, for the laser-pulse

temporal width �p=200 fs, the critical intensity is

Ic�72.47 MW /cm2. Dimensionless variables can be intro-

duced in Eq. �6� using characteristic values for normaliza-

tion: z=� /Z, where Z=2konoR2, r�=� /R, with

R=	�n4� /no / �kon2��917 m, and E=E /Ec, where

Ec=	n2 /2�n4�. The dimensionless NLS reads

i
�E

�z
+ ��E + ��E�2 −

1

2
�E�4�E = 0. �7�

This equation reduces to an ordinary differential

equation assuming solutions in polar coordinates

E=Ao�r�exp�im�+ i�z� with an amplitude Ao and a propaga-

tion constant �.9 Considering only the lowest-order radial

eigenmode for the topological charge m=1, numerical simu-

lations under well-defined conditions yield localized solitary

solutions. The azimuthal modulation instability breaks vortex

rings with topological charges of higher order.8,13,14 The soli-

tary mode power P=�dr��E�2 is a growing function of �
�see Fig. 1� since the maximum field amplitude A increases

with � �as in Fig. 2�. For A→0, the equilibrium power ap-

proaches to the critical power Pc�50.3, i.e., the minimum

power necessary for compensation of diffraction by self-

focusing. Consequently, the necessary condition to generate

a LOVS is that the laser beam power exceeds Pc. Such a

power is about 4 times larger than the critical one needed for

the generation of fundamental solitons with zero topological

charge.27 The amplitude slope S is growing until the propa-

gation constant critical value �c=0.3, while it is decreasing

for larger �. Above �c, the normalized amplitude A is larger

than one implying self-defocusing near the laser beam

maximum and self-focusing at the beam wings. With in-

crease of �, the central part of the vortex soliton flattens

since its bulk part is in the defocusing region. The linear

stability analyses can be performed in order to check the

stability of these stationary solutions. The field amplitude in

Eq. �7� is increased by a small quantity a+�r ,z�exp�+iL��
+a−�r ,z�exp�−iL�� depending of the integer azimuthal index

L. After linearization with respect to the perturbations, two

coupled equations


i
�

�z
+

1

r

�

�r
r

�

�r
− � −

�m � L�2

r2
+ 2Ao

2 − 3Ao
4
/2�a�

+ �Ao
2 − Ao

4
/2��a��� = 0 �8�

are obtained.

The growth rate � as a function of the azimuthal index L

is given in Fig. 3 for different values of propagation constant

�. The azimuthal periodicity involves integer L although it

appears in the linearized equation as a continuous

parameter.9 The vortex soliton is stable for radial perturba-

tions �L=0� but not for azimuthal ones if the propagation

constant ���c. Indeed, numerical simulations below the

breaking power PB�171 �see Fig. 1� give evidences of a

quickly developing breaking instability corresponding to the

FIG. 1. The variation �v� and numerical �n� curves of power P

vs amplitude A as well as coalescence �c�, stability �s�, and Hamil-

tonian �h� curves.

FIG. 2. The amplitude A and the spatial derivative of the field at

the origin S vs the propagation constant � for m=1.
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maximal growth rate ��0 in Fig. 4. The maximal growth

rate in Fig. 3 corresponds roughly to the integer L=2. As a

consequence, the beam breaks into two filaments, similar to

spatial solitons, running away tangentially in opposite direc-

tions in order to conserve the total angular momentum

�M�= �m�P �as can be seen in Fig. 6�. For � larger than the

critical one, maximal growth rate is zero �see Fig. 4�. Indeed,

numerical simulations give a stable vortex soliton.

III. EVOLUTION AND STABILITY OF SINGULAR PULSES

In experiments, a singular input pulse is usually generated

far from equilibrium, thus, it differs substantially from the

vortex soliton. The evolution of such a pulse is governed by

nonintegrable Eq. �7� and can be followed exactly only by

numerical simulations. Nevertheless, analytical approaches

even though approximate are of great help in physical under-

standing and in order to give a hint for simulations. Integrals

of motion conserved by the Eq. �7� are beam power, angular

momentum, and Hamiltonian. The following inequality

holds:

H =� dr�����E�2 − �E�4/2 + �E�6/6� = − 1/6� dr��E�6 � 0

�9�

in the self-trapping region on the left of the curve h �in Fig.

1� corresponding to the zero Hamiltonian. Negativeness of

the Hamiltonian prevents diffraction during evolution since

the maximum field intensity has a lower bound

�E�max
2 �2�H� / P independent of the propagation variable z.28

The saturating cubic-quintic nonlinearity in Eq. �7� prevents

the wave collapse. As a consequence, neither azimuthal nor

radial modulation instability does lead to either diffraction or

collapse. Therefore, the pulse is self-trapped and strongly

attracted to the equilibrium state corresponding to the vortex

soliton. However, due to the azimuthal instability, the beam

can break in multiple filaments before reaching the attractor.

In order to study rather complex dynamic properties of

solutions of Eq. �7�, numerical simulations are required.9 In a

different context, numerical simulation of atmospheric

propagation in �2+1�- and �3+1�-dimensional cases have

been performed in Refs. 11, 13, and 14. However, a better

insight in nonlinear dynamics of a singular Gaussian beam

can be obtained using the variational approach. Although it is

unable to account structural changes of beam profile, this

method can serve as a guideline for simulations.29 In general,

p-photons absorption can be described by the generalized

nonlinear Schrödinger �GNLS� equation with �2p+1�-order

saturating nonlinearity11,13,14

i
�E

�z
+ ��E + �E�2E −

1

p
�E�2pE = 0. �10�

Experimental conditions often involve asymmetric inputs.

Therefore, a trial function asymmetric with respect to trans-

verse variables x and y is chosen

E = A� e

m
�m/2� x

X
+ i

y

Y
�m

�exp−
x2

2X2
−

y2

2Y2
+ iCx2 + iDy2 + i�� . �11�

Parameters to optimize are the maximum amplitude A, pulse

widths X and Y, wave-front curvatures C and D, as well as

phase �. Corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are ob-

tained by variation of the Lagrangian density �averaged over

x and y� with respect to amplitude30

dA

dz
= − 2A�C + D� = FA, �12�

widths

dX

dz
= 4XC = FX, �13�

dY

dz
= 4YD = FY , �14�

curvatures

FIG. 3. Growth rate � as a function of the azimuthal index L for

propagation constants �=0.04, �=0.15, and �=0.2.

FIG. 4. Maximal growth rate � as a function of the propagation

constant �.
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dC

dz
= − 4C2 +

1

X4
−

1

R2X2

A2

B2
+

1

pR2X2

A2p

B2p
= FC, �15�

dD

dz
= − 4D2 +

1

Y4
−

1

R2Y2

A2

B2
+

1

pR2Y2

A2p

B2p
= FD, �16�

and phase

d�

dz
= − �m + 1�� 1

X2
+

1

Y2� +
3

R2B2
A2 −

�2p + 1�

p2R2B2p
A2p

�17�

The amplitude is normalized by a factor B

=2m+1/p−1�m /e�m/2w and the width by R=2�m+1�p/p−1w−1��m
+1� ! / �2m�!�1/2, where w= ���p+1�2m�p+1�+2�2m�!��p��p
+1�m�!�−1�1/2p−2. Therefore, the GNLS Eq. �10� is reduced to

the set of six ordinary differential equations �ODEs�. In order

to obtain corresponding steady-state solutions, right-hand

side of each of Eqs. �12�–�16� denoted by F with correspond-

ing subscript is set to zero FA=FX=FY =FC=FD=0.30 The

solitonic equilibrium corresponds to the symmetric steady

state. As a consequence, widths are equal X=Y and wave-

front curvatures are zero D=C=0. Conserved beam power

P=�m ! � e

m
�mA2XY depends in the equilibrium only of the

amplitude

P =
4�m+1���m + 1��m!�2

�2m� ! 	1 − p−1�A/B�2p−2
, �18�

as well as the width

X =
R

	�A/B�2 − p−1�A/B�2p
. �19�

In order to establish the stability criterion for these steady

states, the Lyapunov’s method is used. A Jacoby determinant

is constructed from right-hand sides of Eqs. �12�–�16� differ-

entiated with respect to widths X and Y �e.g., �FS /�Y�, cur-

vatures C and S �e.g., �FX /�C�, and amplitude A �e.g.,

�FA /�A� in equilibrium.29,30 The steady-state solutions of

five coupled ODE are stable if the real part of solutions of

the equation ��2+	1���2+	2��=0 is negative. Following

Hurwitz, this condition can be fulfilled if coefficients of this

equation are positive. The first coefficient is always positive

	1 =
8�A2B2p − p−1A2pB2�2

R4B4�p+1� � 0. �20�

Therefore, the stability criterion concerns only the second

coefficient

	2 =
8�p − 1�A2p�A2B2p − p−1A2pB2�

pR4B4p+2
, �21�

which is positive only if the amplitude A�Ac=Bp1/2p−2. In

the two-photon case we considered here �p=2 and m=1�,
equilibrium steady states are stable if the amplitude A is less

than the critical one Ac=1.365. In Fig. 1, variational curve

�v� and exact numerical one �n� corresponding to vortex soli-

tons coincide only for small power. For large power, the

numerical curve is steeper allowing higher power for ampli-

tudes close to the critical one. In general, the stability crite-

rion �Eq. �21�� allows finding for multiphoton absorption

stable solutions of GNLS corresponding to LOVS.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF PULSE DYNAMICS

Following the aboveobtained analytical and numerical re-

sults, the vortex soliton is stable to azimuthal perturbations

only above breaking power PB�171. Below this power, the

vortex soliton breaks into two filaments corresponding to

stable bright solitons flying off tangentially. However, taking

into account radiative losses during propagation, vortex soli-

tons are self-organized only from pulses either close enough

to the stable equilibrium or with input power well above the

breaking one. Pulse dynamics simulations give for different

input parameters a complex picture of various behaviors

which near the equilibrium agree with analytically obtained

results. On the right of the stability curve s in Fig. 1, for the

power well above the critical one, stable vortex structures are

generated even before reaching soliton attractors. A similar

behavior can be found also on the right of the equilibrium

curve where the trapping zone reaches zero Hamiltonian

curve h. Although the attraction to the equilibrium is exer-

cised on both sides of the equilibrium curve, the pulse evo-

lution is quite different. For a given power, the modulation

instability occurs only for large pulse widths, thus, for small

amplitudes. A singular Gaussian input beam of small ampli-

tude is subject of filamentations due to the modulation insta-

bility. Following numerical simulations, a singular Gaussian

input beam of high power �P�300–500� and small ampli-

tudes �A�0.1–0.3�, due to the rapidly developing modula-

tion instability, breaks into a multitude of four filaments sym-

metrically distributed in order to ensure conservation of total

angular momentum. For instance, the input ring in Fig. 5�a�
with power P=400 and amplitude A=0.26 �on the coales-

cence curve c in Fig. 1� splits into eight filaments �b�. Four

filaments increase their intensity on the expenses of the re-

maining four, coalescing into a crosslike structure �c�. The

coalescence is achieved in Fig. 5�d�, attracting weaker fila-

ments into a “froggy” rotating structure �d�. Weaker fila-

ments are loosing their intensity flying off tangentially to the

cross vortex �e� and are vanishing soon �f�. Four remaining

filaments split again flying away from the equilibrium state.

Such a coalescence appearing in general in the triangular

region between curves c and s seems to be related with the

attraction that the equilibrium vortex soliton states exhibit

against the modulation instability induced filamentation.

However, the final issue of the coalesced vortex depends of

its initial distance from the equilibrium curve n and its power

since during the evolution, the beam power diminishes due

to radiative losses. More intense pulses closer to the equilib-

rium such as the one in Fig. 6�a� with power P=350 and

amplitude A=0.6 will split into four filaments �b� coalescing

subsequently into a stable squarelike vortex structure �c�.
Such a vortex exhibits damping oscillations around the equi-

librium where it finally self-organizes into a vortex soliton
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�d�. Less-powerful pulses, for instance, the one with power

P=250 and amplitude A=0.5 �in Fig. 7�, will first split into

four twisting filaments, coalescing twice before reaching un-

stable equilibrium below breaking power PB�171. As a con-

sequence, the vortex after second coalescence, instead to be

stabilized into a vortex soliton, breaks into two solitonic fila-

ments flying off tangentially to the initial ring.

In conclusion, we proposed optical materials displaying

cubic-quintic nonlinearity which has been searched for long

time. Indeed, we demonstrated that singular laser pulses can

be self-organized in narrow-gap semiconductors and can

propagate as LOVS due to the synergy between the self-

focusing cubic nonlinearity related to the nonparabolicity

and the self-defusing quintic nonlinearity induced by non-

equilibrium free carriers generated by two-photon absorp-

tion. The linear stability analysis and numerical simulations

confirm the stability of powerful LOVS dominated by self-

defocusing and breaking into filaments of less powerful ones.

Far from equilibrium, the richness of singular pulse dynam-

ics seems to be the consequence of an interplay of two op-

posite tendencies: spreading filamentation induced by modu-

lation instability and the attraction by equilibrium LOVS

states. In order to have better look inside into such a complex

behavior, GNLS is solved approximately using the variation

method. A stability criterion is established giving the condi-

tion to self-organization into LOVS. Far from equilibrium,

multiple filamentations can occur. A coalescence domain is

established. For small amplitudes, filaments coalesce and

split again. Powerful pulses with large amplitudes coalesce

into stable vortex solitons, while powerless vortices reach the

unstable equilibrium breaking into two filaments.

The vortex structure of the laser pulses contributes in gen-

eral, if not to suppress the filamentation, at least to distribute

filaments symmetrically around the singularity due to the

conservation of the angular momentum. Therefore, a vortex

structure prevents chaotic filamentation so often observed in

powerful laser pulses without the singularity. Moreover, de-

tailed studies of singular pulses evolution may contribute to

an effective control of undesired filamentation by the choice

of input parameters leading to the coalescence.
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FIG. 5. �a� Pulse splitting into eight filaments for �b� z=95,

coalescence from �c� z=100 until �e� z=110, and �f� breaking into

four filaments at z=130.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Input pulse at z=0 �b� splits into four

filaments at z=104 and �c� coalesces at z=221, �d� reaching the

solitonic equilibrium after many oscillations �z=2800�.

FIG. 7. �Color online� The ring splits and coalesces twice before

breaking into two running away filaments �from z=55 till z=650�.
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